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Campus Sustainability Performance and
Targets
HKBU Sustainability Targets cum Campus Environmental Sustainability
Index Launching Ceremony

H

KBU announced its commitment to

Campus of HKBU. Joining them were guests,

a 20% reduction in waste disposal

strategic partners, Staff and Student Green

and carbon emissions, and 2% de-

Ambassadors.

crease in water consumption by 2020-21 at
the Launching Ceremony on 20 April 2018.

Mentioned in Professor Chin’s welcome re-

The Campus Environmental Sustainability

marks, the University is embarking on cre-

Index, a unique and pioneering assessment

ating a low-carbon and environmentally

tool integrating cultural and facilities ele-

sustainable campus, sustainability targets

ments, was also launched officially.

are established to support the University’s
stated aim in the newly released Institution-

The ceremony was officiated by Mr. Wong

al Strategic Plan 2018-2028. Behaviour shift

Kam-sing, Secretary for the Environment

towards sustainability will be needed for ac-

of the HKSAR Government, Professor Ron-

complishing the targets, various measures

ald Chin, President and Vice-Chancellor,

and policies have been and will be put in

Mr. Andy Lee, Vice-President (Administra-

place to foster and facilitate sustainable life-

tion) and Secretary, and Dr Chung Shan-

style.

shan, Convenor of Task Force on Sustainable
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To assess the institutional sustainability

on- and off-campus, as well as their opin-

performance and cultural change towards

ions about creating a sustainable low-carbon

adopting sustainability, the Campus Envi-

campus. With the data, the University is able

ronmental Sustainability Index (CESI), which

to identify areas for improvement. In order

is a unique and pioneering assessment tool

to enhance campus sustainability. Various

integrating facility and cultural elements was

sustainability initiatives such as No Straw

developed. Data regarding daily habits of the

Movement and No Disposables Lunch Events

University community for conserving the en-

were organised to advocate for banishing

vironment and improving sustainability, and

one-off disposable items. Survey results

the effectiveness of the University’s envi-

demonstrate that with all the measures and

ronmental initiatives in leveraging behaviour

policies put in place, a 6% increase of the

shift towards sustainability are collected to-

cultural performance in environmental sus-

gether with Centre for the Advancement of

tainability was observed.

Social Sciences Research, through survey
and focus group discussions. While, perfor-

The University has also included sustainabil-

mance of facilities are measured and com-

ity into its academic curriculum. Students

pared and benchmarked against internation-

from Academy of Visual Arts were invited to

al, government and industry standards.

showcase their upcycled art pieces at the
ceremony. More information on our website.

Since 2016, HKBU has started measuring
its sustainability performance. Over 5,000
staff and students are surveyed on their daily habits for environment and sustainability
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putting sustainability into practice
Cleaning Staff Sharing Session

T

o promote sustainability on campus, HKBU
is commit ted to maintaining an ongoing
dialogue with all stakeholders of the University

community. Further to the last cleaning-staff training
session on waste reduction and recycling, we
organised another session highlighting new guidelines
in force for paper and plastic recycling ( 三紙回收 , 膠樽
優先 ) as well as teaching organic cleaning methods so
that members of the cleaning staff can stay abreast of
current and more sustainable waste disposal practices.
Interactive games and focused group discussions
were conducted. At the end of the session organic
detergents were given out to encourage our cleaning
staff members to practise and support sustainability
efforts.
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Best Soap Recipe for All
Zero Waste DIY Natural Soap Workshop
by Green Giant

S

tudent Green Ambassadors organised a DIY natural soap workshop and encouraged other
students to switch from conventional soap to more environmentally-friendly soap. In
order to minimise waste, participants brought their milk cartons to serve as containers

for their home-made natural soaps.
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Learn and Change
No Disposables Café with WWF Solar Mobile Café

T

he WWF Solar Mobile Café made a welcome stop at our University campus in order
to promote their “Solarising Communities” project and the 2018 Earth Hour. Sharing
our HKBU target of reducing adverse environmental impacts, HKBU Sustainability

collaborated with the WWF Solar Mobile Café to promote one-off disposable waste reduction
and more environmentally sustainable lifestyles on the HKBU campus. Participants pledging to
adapt good practices were rewarded with a free cup of coffee and veggie wrap.
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O

ur “No Straw University” initiative has successfully motivated other UGC-funded
universities to collaborate with HKBU to organise collectively. The “UNIfy: Skip the
Straw”, a joint university, no-straw campaign was held from 12 to 16 March 2018. In

support of “UNify”, a No Disposables Farmer’s Market was organised, where all members of
UGC-funded Universities were eligible for complimentary special blend lemonade (delivered in
reusable containers) as well as a care package of locally grown organic vegetables taken home in
reusable shopping bags. Sustaining a green lifestyle is easy and healthy!

Drop AND Drink,
Grab to Go
No Disposables Farmer’s Market
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Wait No More, Waste No More
Greenie Bean Umbrella Coat Workshop

D

uring the long rainy season in Hong
Kong, the proliferation of single-use
disposable plastic umbrella bags poses

a serious environmental problem. In order to
raise awareness about the issue, Student Green
Ambassadors organised an upcycled umbrella
cloth-bag workshop on campus. Participants
made use of worn out clothes and broken
umbrellas to create their own personalised
and reusable umbrella bags! Making your own
reusable umbrella cover is simple, so consider
making yours today before the next typhoon
hits!

We Care We Share
Sharing Corner: Give and Take
In order to reduce the load on our over-burdened
landfills, Student Green Ambassadors organised a
used goods, sharing-exchange platform from January
to March 2018 which was held every other week for
members of the University community. Attendees
at the HKBU Sharing Corner were encouraged to
donate what they can and to take only what they
needed. Any unclaimed items were donated to local,
non-profit organisations at the end of April 2018.
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Close the Cycle, Recycle
Residence Hall Materials Collection

I

n the effort to reduce the amount of waste
generated by the annual, year-end residence
hall check-out, a recycling booth was set up

on 17 & 18 May 2018. Quite a number of clothes
hangers, food, and other kitchen utensils donated
by our students were collected. All of these items
will be given a second life by incoming residents
during the upcoming semester!

Veggie Giveaway
Fresh Organic Vegetable Market

H

KBU Sustainability demonstrated its
commitment towards Hong Kong Green
Day by organising an organic vegetable

give-away event. Staff and students wearing green
colours and pledging to support future green
events by using reusable bags were rewarded with
organically-grown vegetables!
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BU Hour 1300 was launched to encourage colleagues to get out of their offices
during lunch hour for physical and mental relaxation, at the same time
switching off non-essential electrical appliances in their offices to conserve
energy and reduce carbon emission.

Sustainable Food Storage
Beewax Cling Wrap Workshop

D

id you know that beeswax cloth wrap is a more
environmentally-friendly alternative to using
traditional (plastic) cling wrap? Our colleagues

made good use of their lunch hour and created their own
eco-friendly food wrappers. Such beautifully hand-made
and unique cling wraps help to reduce the amount of oneoff plastic products deposited in our landfills.

Edible Green Oasis in Office
Mushroom Micro-landscape Bottle Making Workshop

G

rowing plants in work spaces can brighten your mood, reduce anxiety, and tension.
HKBU Sustainability organised a workshop in May teaching participants how to nurture
plant varieties using glass containers. Colleagues also learned how to germinate

mushrooms sprouts in simple soil-covered and decorated terrariums. Within just an hour,
micro-landscapes ideal for office settings were born!
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A colourful and light lunch on hot days
Vegetarian Rice Paper Roll Workshop

M

unching on fresh snacks is a great and healthy way to eat light during this hot and
sweltering summer. At our Vegetarian Rice Paper Roll Workshop, colleagues learnt
how to make delicious vegetarian summer rice paper rolls using different kinds of

veggies and fruits.

Refresh your morning with
GREENER toothpaste
DIY Zero Waste Toothpaste Workshop

T

ypical toothpaste contains chemicals which, in
higher doses, are harmful to our health and the
environment. Additionally, a large amount of plastic

toothpaste packaging finds its way into Hong Kong’s
landfills every day. At the workshop our staff members
learned how to make toothpaste using natural and toxinfree ingredients and brought their own containers for the
purpose of packaging what they’d made. This is a greener,
safer, and cheaper way to brighten up your good morning!
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Natural Food Pigment
Floral and Food Waste Tie-dye Workshop

E

ach and every day a large quantity of “ugly”
or unsold vegetables ends up as food
waste. Due to their atypical look, the “inner

beauty” of bruised or misshapen vegetables is often
overlooked. Fortunately, our HKBU colleagues had
an opportunity to take part in our workshop and
bring new-found joy to these unwanted vegetables
as dye for tie-dye products!
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Secret Recipe from Chef Don
Homemade Pasta and Pasta Sauce
Workshop

D

id you know that fresh handmade pasta
has a unique texture that you just can't get
from dried pasta? Chef Don of Mirror Vegan

Concept was invited to teach colleagues how to
make handmade pasta, from scratch, with a vegan
arrabbiata & pesto sauce! Participants brought
ingredients home to make this green handmade
pasta for the rest of the family.

A greener and healthier Dragon Boat Festival
Veggie Rice Dumpling Workshop

M

oving into the mainstream diet, going meat-free
has been gaining steam. Accordingly, we organised
vegetarian rice dumpling workshops on campus to

celebrate the Dragon Boat Festival this past June. Colleagues
learned how to make five-grain vegetarian dumplings ( 五穀豐登 ),

cordyceps flowers and vegetarian meat rice dumplings ( 蟲 草 花
素肉齋糉 ), as well as sweet purple potato ice dumplings ( 紫薯水
晶糭 ). These dumplings are a healthier and greener rendition of
traditional meatier versions. Feel free to share these recipes with
your friends and family!
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Handmade Repellent Incense
Mosquito Repellent Incense Workshop

W

ould you ever have guessed that these
beautifully-shaped and patterned sticks are
handmade mosquito repellent incense? By

using different types of natural ingredients, this incense
can be used, equally, to repel mosquitoes as well as
to make your peaceful home spaces more fragrant.
Colleagues at the workshop really enjoyed themselves
acquiring knowledge about GREENER and more
pleasant-smelling ways to get rid of annoying insects!

Healthy snack choice for all
Pickled Vegetable Workshop

A

t our Pickled Vegetable Workshop last June, colleagues learned how to pickle local and
organic cucumbers, which are a popular, fermented food loaded with health-promoting
probiotics. During fermentation at room temperature, natural sugars are converted to

lactic acid, facilitating the growth of multiple varieties of good and tasty bacteria. Crunch and
munch on!
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A nutrient-dense diet is
the key to wellness
Superfood Salad Workshop

T

he best thing to do during the hottest months is to enjoy a bowl of fresh super-food
salad! With ingredients like quinoa, beetroot, avocado, and almonds, healthy salads bring
additional nutritional benefits in addition to introducing a welcome source of fibre.
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On Track to Recycle MSF Orienteering
Competition 2018
MSF On Track To Save

M

édecins Sans Frontières held their annual
fundraising event – MSF On Track to Save
– on 4 March 2018. Although the event was

eventually cancelled due to adverse weather, BUGS
(BU Greenies) members stayed behind to help with the
waste recycling process. (You can see what loyal mates
BU Greenies are!) We even brought reusable cutlery
sets!

Mitigate Food Waste and Hunger
Meal box preparation with Food Angel

I

t is estimated that approximately one-third
of the 3,300 daily tonnes of food waste
dumped into our landfills comes from the food

industry, while nearly two-thirds of low-income
households in Hong Kong are currently suffering
'food insecurity'. To alleviate the food waste
issue and to address our local food insecurity
crisis concurrently, Student Green Ambassadors
volunteered their service at Food Angel. They
prepared hot meals for the underprivileged
using edible surplus food collected from the food
industry.
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“Naticure” - Weed Removal
LAMP x WWF Mikania Clearance

S

tudent Green Ambassadors enjoyed an unique
Easter celebration amidst the unique habitat of
migratory birds and local buffaloes at Mai Po

Nature Reserve. They also volunteered their labour,
along with staff of the World Wild Fund, in removing
Mikania, an invasive weed that is detrimental to the local
ecosystem at Mai Po. Not only did our ambassadors enjoy
the spectacular scenery, they were also introduced to Gei
Wai, a traditional shrimp-pond management technique.
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To know more about HKBU sustainable campus:
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hkbusustainability
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